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Personal Leave – Mondelez

• High Court Decision means a return to ‘common sense’ meaning 
of ‘one day’ and leave calculations

• Issue: how entitlement to paid personal/carer’s leave is calculated 
under s 96(1) of the FWA

• Majority of the Full Federal Court: held that ‘day’ in s 96(1) refers 
to the portion of a 24 hour period that would otherwise be 
allotted to work



Personal Leave – Mondelez

• Majority of the High Court rejected the ‘working day’ construction 
and instead held that what is meant by a day or 10 days must be 
calculated by reference to an employee’s ordinary hours of work

• One ‘day’ refers to a ‘notional day’ consisting of one-tenth of the 
equivalent of an employee's ordinary hours of work in two-weeks

• Because patterns of work do not always follow two-week 
cycles, the entitlement to ‘10 days’ of paid personal/carer’s 
leave can be calculated as 1/26 of an employee’s 
ordinary hours of work in a year



Modern Awards

Annual Wage Review
• 1.75% increase 
• Most transport industry Awards increase from 1 Nov 2020
• Vehicle Repair, Services and Retail Award 2020 (from 1 Feb 2021)

COVID-19
Clerks Award pandemic provisions have been extended to 30 Nov

Four Yearly Review
• Oil distribution workers – pay and ordinary hours
• Miscellaneous Award coverage



‘Wage Theft’ Laws

Victoria
• First state to pass laws imposing criminal penalties for deliberate failure to pay adequate 

wages. 

• Has not yet been proclaimed, but will come into effect 1 July 2021 if not proclaimed. 

• Makes dishonestly withholding wages, superannuation and entitlements into a crime, with 
fines of up to $198,264 for individuals, $991,320 for companies or up to 10 years’ jail

• Also captures employers who falsify employee entitlement records (such as payroll records) 
or who fail to keep employment records 

• Employers who make honest mistakes or who exercise due diligence in paying wages and 
other entitlements won’t be subject to the legislation

• Wage Inspectorate Victoria will be created with the responsibility for investigating 
offences and enforcing the law

• Victorian Chamber of Commerce and Industry argues law could face a 
constitutional challenge based on an inconsistency between a state law and 
Federal law – as the Federal Government is also developing its own laws 
to criminalise wage theft



‘Wage Theft’ Laws

Australian Capital Territory

• New laws ensure quick, simple, and inexpensive justice in the 
Industrial Magistrate Court for workers pursuing wage theft claims

Western Australia

• Government announced intention to amend laws to address 
it in December 2019 but no action yet taken



‘Wage Theft’ Laws

Queensland

• New crime of ‘wage theft’ where the conduct is proven to be 
deliberate or reckless 

• Penalties of up to 10 years for stealing and 14 years for fraud 
under amendments to the Criminal Code 

• Streamlines unpaid wages claims by allowing them to be 
pursued in the Industrial Magistrates Court (not yet proclaimed)



What is a Casual Employee? 

Workpac v Rossato

Issue 

• There is now less certainty about when an employee is or is not a casual

• Payments of loadings to an employee possibly don’t prevent that employee from claiming 
other entitlements such as leave accruals

Solutions

• Care must be taken in deciding when a position can be filled by a casual employee

• Casual employees’ shifts and patterns of work should be monitored to ensure they are 
employed on a casual basis

Workpac have sought leave to appeal in the High Court, but no decision yet. 



What is an Employee? 

Contractor or Employee? What Difference Does it Make?

• PAYG tax

• Superannuation

• Payroll tax

• Fair Work Act and entitlements

• Long service leave

• Vicarious liability



What is an Employee? 

Why is this such a big issue for road transport?

• Approximately 30,000 owner drivers

• Probably the most common way transport business begins – one truck

• Whole business models that depend on using small owner drivers –
owner drivers benefit from ‘piggy backing’ off the CoR and other 
compliance regimes of the larger operator



What is an Employee? 
The ‘Conventional View’

• A vehicle is an expensive capital item 

• ‘The conventional view is that the owners of expensive equipment, 
such as trucks, are independent contractors’ – Anderson J in Jamsek

• Once you engage a party as a ‘contractor’ and they are making a 
sizeable investment, courts have usually found them to be contractors

• The ATO ‘guide’ on their website would find that an arrangement 
where one party has an ABN and provides a significant 
vehicle (e.g. prime mover), they are a contractor 



What is an Employee? 

Jamsek v ZG Operations Australia - [2020] FCAFC 119

• Drivers were told their depot would move and they’d be made 
redundant, unless they became contractors

• They worked for 10 years before and 30 after the deal

• Two drivers set up partnerships and bought trucks from their work

• One paid $15,000, the other $21,000 (in 1986)

• One driver bought a 6 tonne truck for $70,000 in 1989

• The other a 10 tonne for $70-80,000 in 1990 



What is an Employee? 

• They were initially paid a carton rate, then paid hourly

• The principal business changed hands and names a few times

• Although new rates were negotiated from time to time, the 
contracts stayed largely the same

• For the most part they were expected to wear a uniform and had 
to put a tarp with the company logo on their vehicles

• The rates included an allowance for annual and other leave

• Drivers were paid, but not obliged to work, 9 hour days



What is an Employee? 

• The contract gave an entitlement to four weeks unpaid leave

• It prohibited the sale of the trucks with a promise of work

• Drivers were responsible for insurance, maintenance, etc

• They raised invoices, paid GST (and claimed input credits)

• The Federal Court found they were not employees

• The Full Federal Court found they were



What is an Employee? 

The Multi-Factor Test

• Right to control

• Mode of remuneration (by the hour, by the task, etc)

• Provision and maintenance of equipment

• Obligation to work

• Hours of work

• Provision of holidays

• Deduction of income tax

• Delegation of work by the ‘employee’



What is an Employee? 

The Multi-Factor Test

• Ability to provide work for others / build goodwill

• Risk & opportunity

• Whether uniforms are worn (or required to be) 

• Whether they ‘represent’ the company

• Intention (did both parties intend to create a contract for services?)

• Who benefits from any goodwill generated

There has been a movement away from just the (written) 
terms of the contract towards the relationship as a whole



What is an Employee? 

What You Can Do that Helps

• Written agreement

• Contract with a Pty Ltd company (more about this later)

• Significant investment by contractor

• Evidence of the contractor running their own business (responsible for 
fuel, pricing, whether or not to accept a particular job)

• Evidence of the contractor not using the same driver day in day out

• Require the contractor to take responsibility for damage to the 
goods and to have insurance cover

• Outcome based rates (not hourly)



What is an Employee? 

What You Can Do that Doesn’t Help

• Have no agreement or an agreement that doesn’t reflect reality

• Make the ‘contractor’ a representative or an embedded part of 
your business (uniforms, sign written vehicle)

• Use terminology that suggests an employment relationship 
(leave, dismissal etc)

• ‘Convince’ an existing employee to become a contractor



Questions on Notice

• Can a Pty Ltd company (or its directors) ever be held to be 
an employee?

• In the Jamsek case, did the court consider the owner driver 
legislation in Chapter 6 of the IR Act?

• If someone is an owner driver under state law in Victoria or 
Western Australia, how can they be held to be an employee?



Changes to Expect

IR Roundtables set up by the Federal Government to work on economic 
recovery after the pandemic are due to report at the end of the year

• Award simplification

• Enterprise agreement making 

• Casuals and fixed term employees

• Compliance and enforcement; and

• Greenfields agreements for new enterprises

It remains to be seen both what the panels come up with, and 
how easy it is for any reforms to get through Senate



Heavy Vehicle National Law

Primary duties and responsibilities

Regulatory tools

Technology and data

Assurance and accreditation

Fatigue

Access

Safer vehicle design 

Roadworthiness



Primary Duties and Responsibilities

Issue
Scope of provisions are limited 
Driver duties are not sufficiently defined 

Solutions
Expanding the parties subject to the COR 
Establishing a separate driver duty that substantially replicates the duty 
of workers under s 18 of the model WHS Laws
Applying the primary duty (s 26C) to drivers
Amending the primary duty to clarify requirements relating 
to driver competency and driver fitness to work



Regulatory Tools

Issue
Limited visibility of risks because NHVR does not have capacity to collect 
information
Lack of adaptability because HVNL is a primary legislation which requires 
unanimous agreement from all responsible ministers

Solutions
Establish a code of practice mechanism in the HVNL 
Establish a safety standard mechanism in the HVNL 
Establish a remote area zone 
Expressly enable sharing of data with NHVR to identify 
key risks in the industry



Assurance and Accreditation

Issue
NHVR has limited awareness of who it is regulating
Evidence pointing to accreditation improving operator’s risk management

Solutions
Certain features of accreditation under the NHVAS be improved
Remove duplication and inconsistencies across various government 
schemes 
Regulatory assurance framework be replaced with performance 
standards
Opt-in single regulatory certification scheme be enhanced or 
recognition of multiple regulatory certification scheme 
under the HVNL



Fatigue

Issue
Highly prescriptive laws

Solutions
Simplifying rules for counting time
Revision to tier 2 and 3 of fatigue management framework 
Apply fatigue requirements to high-risk drivers/specific vehicles 
Simplified record keeping arrangement  
National health assessment standard
Right to stop if a driver is deemed not fit for duty 
Driver self-assessment and declaration of fitness for work



The Unfairness Revolution

What is happening with unfair terms and insurance 
contracts and when?

• On 17 February 2020, the Financial Sector Reform (Hayne Royal 
Commission Response – Protecting Consumers (2019 
Measures)) Act 2020 received Royal assent

• It amends section 15 of the Insurance Contracts Act so that all 
contracts of insurance that are subject to that Act will be subject 
to the UCT laws (except for certain contracts of insurance 
providing medical indemnity cover).

• The changes commence on 5 April 2021.



The Unfairness Revolution

New provisions for Insurance Contracts Act contracts 

You can’t challenge the premium, the excess or deductible (provided that it 
is ‘transparent’ and is disclosed at or before the contract is entered into) or 
the subject matter that is being insured.

The provisions will allow ‘third party beneficiaries’, as well as the 
parties to the contract of insurance, to challenge an allegedly unfair 
term



The Unfairness Revolution

What is happening with unfair terms generally?

• The Commonwealth Treasury is currently consulting about 
enhancing the protections provided by UCT laws. 

• This consultation might result in significant changes to the UCT 
laws, such as:

• introducing penalties for using an unfair term

• changing the definition of a small business to be one with fewer than 

100 staff (instead of 20 staff)



WHS – Industrial Manslaughter
WESTERN AUSTRALIA NORTHERN TERRITORY

Work Health and Safety Bill 2019 at 
3rd reading. No insurance allowed.

Laws began 1 Feb 2020
Life or >$10 million fine

SOUTH AUSTRALIA QUEENSLAND

Greens have tried, but no law yet nor 
likely

Laws in place, already one 
successful prosecution. 

VICTORIA NEW SOUTH WALES

Criminal negligence standard for 
‘duty holders’ and ‘officers’. Started 1 
July 2020

Work related manslaughter still an 
offence under Crimes Act. No 
insurance allowed. Lower threshold 
for category 1 WHS offence.

TASMANIA ACT

Not likely at present Crimes Act has covered IM since 
2004



Questions?


